
SPECIAL Expedition

Underwater Photo Clinic
Who is it for

You just got an underwater camera and want to learn how to use it? You wish to understand underwater
photography principles better? You are an advanced underwater photographer and want to improve your

skills or try new challenges? This cruise is for you!
Not only will you dive on some of the most beautiful dive sites in Thailand but you will learn all the right

photo technics to go home with the best souvenirs.

Itinerary: RICHELIEU +++
This itinerary will focus on Richelieu

Rock (Thailand's #1 dive site).
We will also explore Koh Bon and Koh
Tachai in Similan National park for a
chance to encounter Giant oceanic

Mantas. Not only will you have some
fantastic dives and photos but this

cruise is also your chance to try Black
Water diving! 

15/1: Appointment in Khao Lak between 2 and 4pm
Departure from Khao Lak, around 5pm, overnight cruise
to Richelieu Rock
16/1: 4 dives in Surin Islands + sunset dive or night dive
17/1: 4 day dives at Richelieu Rock + sunset dive or night
dive
18/1: 4 dives at Richelieu Rock + 1 sunset or night dive
19/1: 3 dives at Richelieu Rock + 1 Blackwater dive
20/1: 2 dives at Koh Tachai, 1 dive at Koh Bon + 1 sunset
dive or 1 Blackwater dive
21/1: 1 dive at Koh Bon, 1 dive at Boonsoon Wreck and
return to Koh Phayam at 6pm and Ranong around 8pm.
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Our boat

Built by and for divers in 2018 MV Smiling Seahorse has all the "little extras"
you may want on a new liveaboard: 

a spacious dive platform
a camera room. 2 Black water lines.
lovely lounge areas
a massive sun deck
8 A/C cabins opened to the ocean 
only 16 guests 
delicious food to enjoy surface intervals as well!
onboard pro photographers

MV SMILING SEAHORSE
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DETAILS
7 D/ 6 N  22 DIVES

SPECIAL GUEST:
ALEX TYRRELL

camera prep. diving for photos
u/w etiquette and care for
environment 
exposure & lighting basics
capturing sunbeams & sun balls
macro & w/a composition 
blackwater photography (focusing,
lighting, TTL/manual flashes,
composition) 
 Wide Angle, motion blur
Photo editing

DAILY PRESENTATIONS
 BY PHOTO PRO TRAINER
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